
Keeping an eye on the big picture
The cost of labour is one of many elements in successful auto
making, and certainly labour is the key ingredient for high qual-
ity and productivity. But the role of labour cost in the overall
picture is often given far greater attention than warranted.

Through ongoing improvements in technology, new production
methods and productivity gains, automakers now use just 29 hours
of direct production labour to build the average CAW-made vehicle.
These days, automakers’ in-house manufacturing is overwhelming-
ly limited to final assembly and powertrain production (purchased
materials and parts make up the lion’s share of production costs).
It is the cost of direct production labour that is subject to our 2012
negotiations with Chrysler, Ford and General Motors.

The Canadian operations of the Detroit Three have traditionally
built larger and higher-end vehicles, partly the result of our repu-
tation for high quality. Taking a conservative look at mid-priced
models, with no extra options, the average purchase price of a CAW-
made vehicle is currently $41,377, including freight and sales tax.
Using all-in costs, direct production labour averages $1,741 per
vehicle, representing 4.2% of the average vehicle price.

Sources: Vehicle prices: As of July 29, 2012, Automakers’ Canadian websites, no purchased vehicle options,
includes freight and average Canadian sales tax. Production hours: CAW operations final assembly hours-
per-vehicle, plus corporate average hours-per-engine and hours-per-transmission, The Harbour Report,
2008 (latest public report, trend line toward decreasing total hours-per-vehicle).

If automakers’ production labour is only
4.2% of the price, what is the rest?
Building and selling new vehicles is capital- and technology-inten-
sive, and relies upon complex organizations that operate across
vast supply chains. What drives the final cost of a new vehicle
extends far beyond what happens in the automakers’ factories.
Looking at the average price of CAW-made vehicles we see that:

• Raw materials and purchased auto parts account for 57% of
the price;

• Overhead, engineering, research and development account
for 16%;

• Advertizing costs average $1,091 for each vehicle sold;
• Dealership mark-ups average $1,497 per vehicle;
• Sales taxes average $4,984 per vehicle.

Sources: CAW estimates from: “Automobile Industry Retail Price Equivalent and Indirect Cost Multipliers,”
United States Environmental Protection Agency, 2009; “2011 Detroit 3-UAW Labor Contract Negotiation,”
Center for Automotive Research, 2011; Kantar Media, March 2012; Industry Canada, Manufacturing Costs
by Category: http://www.ic.gc.ca/cis-sic/cis-sic.nsf/IDE/cis-sic3361cote.html

On top of these costs, most people finance new vehicle purchases.
More than 9 in 10 vehicles are bought with car loans which cost
an average of $3,643 in interest over their term, and leasing typ-
ically costs more (financing costs have been derived from U.S.
Federal Reserve reports, and have not been included in the overall
cost calculations – theoretically car buyers could pay cash).

Labour Costs,Vehicle Prices and Investment

CAW Labour Costs and Vehicle Prices

Mid-priced Price Rank Purchase Production Labour Cost Percent 
Vehicle Model of Model Price Hours Per Vehicle of Price

General Motors  

Camaro 2LT 1SB 4 of 7 $37,409 22.8 $1,368 3.7%
Impala LT FWD 1SA 2 of 3 $32,900 22.8 $1,368 4.2%
Regal Base Cdn Pkg 5 of 10 $38,861 22.8 $1,368 3.5%
Equinox 1LT 2 of 4 $33,024 24.7 $1,482 4.5%
Terrain SLT-1 3 of 4 $36,120 24.7 $1,482 4.1%
XTS Luxury Collection 2 of 4 $58,732 24.7 $1,482 2.5% 
Average $39,508 23.8 $1,425 3.6%

Chrysler  

300 SV6 3 of 5 $42,595 25.4 $1,524 3.6%
Charger SXT AWD 3 of 5 $41,465 25.4 $1,524 3.7%
Challenger R/T 3 of 5 $43,556 25.4 $1,524 3.5%
Town & Country Touring - L 2 of 3 $39,827 29.9 $1,794 4.5%
Caravan Crew 3 of 5 $30,787 29.9 $1,794 5.8%

Average $39,646 27.2 $1,632 4.2%

Ford
Edge SEL AWD 3 of 6 $39,764 36.1 $2,166 5.4%
Flex SEL FWD 2 of 4 $39,221 36.1 $2,166 5.5%
MKX AWD 1 of 1 $46,076 36.1 $2,166 4.7%
MKT AWD 1 of 1 $54,854 36.1 $2,166 3.9% 
Average $44,979 36.1 $2,166 4.9%

Detroit 3 Average $41,377 29.0 $1,741 4.2%

CAW Labour Costs and Vehicle Prices
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When thinking about the role of labour in new vehicle prices,
and where the money ends up, consider that automakers
spend two-thirds as much on advertizing as on production
labour. The dealership mark-up almost equals the cost of pro-
duction labour. And governments and bankers each receive
more than twice as much from the sale of a new vehicle than
the workers who built it.

If autoworkers took a big pay cut, wouldn’t
it lower prices and secure investment?
Some have argued that autoworkers should take a big pay cut to
secure the future of the industry. After having already delivered
significant cost savings during a painful restructuring, and hav-
ing lived with years of pay freezes while continually providing
top-level quality and productivity – pay cuts are not going to
happen. An industrial strategy based on cutting wages simply
misunderstands the dynamics of the industry, and vastly over-
states the role of labour costs in car prices and investment
decision-making.

Consider, for example, that a $10 pay cut would deliver savings
of just $290 on the average CAW-made vehicle (equal to 7/10ths
of 1% of the average price). Perhaps car buyers would choose
more of these vehicles because they could pocket the savings, or
maybe car dealers would throw in a few extra options:

• The $290 savings applied toward a new Ford Edge could pay
for premium floor mats ($113) and a block heater ($113), or
a back-lit door sill ($283);

• Buyers of a new Chevy Equinox could use the savings to pay
for most of the price for the floor mat and splash guard pack-
age ($339);

• Unfortunately, a $20 per hour wage cut would be needed
by buyers of a new Dodge Caravan to get close to the
price of the window shade, heated back seat and flash-
light package ($678).

It is simply not credible to argue that the entire future of
Canada’s $69 billion auto industry hinges on workers cutting
wages to the tune of the price of floor mats, heated back
seats or a flashlight.

Labour cost is just one among many factors known to drive auto
investment. Automakers tell us that each investment decision is

unique, and that different factors are given more, or less, weight
at different times. Considerable research has examined the factors
behind auto investment, and there is significant agreement on
the major factors in the mix (see The ABCs of Auto Investment).

Among these 18 factors, only one is under the direct control of
workers: labour costs – the rest are a matter of government poli-
cy and broader economic influences. The CAW has articulated a
comprehensive policy vision for the future of the industry (see Re-
Thinking Canada’s Auto Industry: A Policy Vision to Escape the Race
to the Bottom, April 2012 at http://www.caw.ca/en/11123.htm).

A highly-skilled and productive workforce is critical to the suc-
cess of the auto industry, and labour costs are part of the
picture. Ultimately, Canada’s auto industry will be shaped by
much broader economic factors, and its future hinges on pro-
active government policy.

The ABC's of Auto Investment
(an alphabetical list of decision-making factors)

• Access to capital
• Building costs
• Corporate taxes
• Energy costs
• Economic and political stability
• Equipment and tooling costs
• Government investment incentives
• Labour costs
• Labour force quality and availability
• Land cost and availability
• Proximity to markets
• Quality of life
• Regulatory climate
• R&D environment and support
• Supply base
• Trade agreement access to markets
• Transportation infrastructure
• Training costs and programs

Sources: CAW research from "Invest in Canada 2011, Automotive, Canada's
Competitive Advantages," Industry Canada 2011; "Attracting Global Mandates
and Investment in Canada: Synthesis Report," Public Policy Forum (PPF), 2011;
Canadian Automotive Partnerships Council (CAPC), "Competitive Analysis: Terms
of Reference 2002," and working group reports, 2011.
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